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Abstract:   

The purpose of this paper is to introduce different types of intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrices along 

with some new operations in the parlance of intuitionistic fuzzy soft set theory. Then based on some 

of these new matrix operations a new efficient methodology has been developed to solve 

intuitionistic fuzzy soft set based real life decision making problems which may contain more than 

one decision maker and an effort to apply it to a more relevant subject of todays world as in 

Predicting Terrorist Attack. 
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1  Introduction 

We require methods which allow some form or other flexible information processing capacity for 

dealing with real life ambiguous situations which we encounter in our day to day lives. Soft set 

theory [ 1, 2, 3 ] is generally used to solve such problems. Initially Molodtsov [ 1 ] presented soft set 

as a completely generic mathematical tool for modeling uncertainties in the year 1999. Since there 

is hardly any limitation in describing the objects, researchers simplify the decision making process 

by selecting the form of parameters they require and subsequently makes it more efficient in the 

absence of partial information. Maji et al. have done further research on soft set theory [2, 3]. 

Presence of vagueness demanded Fuzzy Soft Set (FSS) [ 4 ] to come into picture. But satisfactory 

evaluation of membership values is not always possible because of the insufficiency in the available 

information ( besides the presence of vagueness ) situation. Evaluation of non-membership values 

is also not always possible for the same reason and as a result there exists an indeterministic part 

upon which hesitation survives. Certainly fuzzy soft set theory is not suitable to solve such 

problems. In those situations Intuitionistic Fuzzy Soft Set theory (IFSS)[ 7 ] may be more 

applicable. 

Moreover Maji et al. [ 2 ] utilize the thinking of attributes reduction in rough set theory to reduce 

parameters set of a soft set. Then the different researchers Chen et al.[6] in 2005 Zou et al. [5] and 

Kong et al. [8] in 2008 have worked on parameter reduction of soft set and fuzzy soft set theory. 

Furthermore, Zou et al. [11] have presented data analysis approaches of soft sets under incomplete 

information. These approaches presented in [11] are preferable for reflecting actual states of 

incomplete data in soft sets. But the applications of soft set theory generally solve problems with 

the help of rough sets or fuzzy soft sets. In 2010, Cagman et al. [10] introduced a new soft set based 

decision making method which selects a set of optimum elements from the alternatives. In the same 

year, the same authors [9] have proposed the definition of soft matrices which are representations of 

soft sets. This representation has several advantages. It is easy to store and manipulate matrices and 

hence the soft sets represented by them in a computer. 

In this paper we have proposed the concept of intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrix. Then we have defined 

different types of intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrices with giving proper examples. Here we have also 

proposed the concept of choice matrix associated with an intuitionistic fuzzy soft set. Moreover we 

have introduced some operations on intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrices and choice matrices. Then 

based on some of these new matrix operations a new efficient solution procedure has been 
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developed to solve intuitionistic fuzzy soft set based real life decision making problems which may 

contain more than one decision maker. The speciality of this new approach is that it may solve any 

intuitionistic fuzzy soft set based decision making problem involving large number of decision 

makers very easily and the computational procedure is also very simple. At last to realize this newly 

proposed methodology we apply it to Predict Terrorist Attack. 

 

2  Preliminaries 

 

2.1   Definition: [3]  

Let U be an initial universe set and E be a set of parameters. Let P(U) denotes the power set of U. 

Let EA . A pair ),( EFA  is called a soft set over U, where AF  is a mapping given by, 

)(: UPEFA  such that =)(eFA  if Ae . 

Here AF  is called approximate function of the soft set ),( EFA . The set )(eFA  is called 

e-approximate value set which consists of related objects of the parameter Ee . In other words, a 

soft set over U is a parameterized family of subsets of the universe U. 

  Example 2.1  

Let U be the set of four dresses, given by, U = }.,,,{ 4321 dddd  Let E be the set of 

parameters, given by, 

E = },,,,{=},,,,{ 54321 eeeeegorgeousbeautifulecomfortablcheapcostly , where  

1e  stands for the parameter  costly, 

2e  stands for the parameter  cheap, 

3e  stands for the parameter  comfortable, 

4e  stands for the parameter  beautiful, 

5e  stands for the parameter  gorgeous. 

Let EA , given by, },,,{= 4321 eeeeA  Now suppose that, AF  is a mapping, defined as  

dresses(.) and given by, },,{=)(},,{=)(},,{=)( 323312421 ddeFddeFddeF AAA  

}{=)( 44 deFA . Then the soft set  

 },,{={=),( 42 dddressescostlyEFA  
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 },,{=},,{= 3231 dddressesecomfortabldddressescheap  

 },{= 4ddressesbeautiful  

 }=dressesgorgeous  

 

 

2.2  Definition: [4]  

Let U be an initial universe set and E be a set of parameters(which are fuzzy words or sentences 

involving fuzzy words). Let P(U) denotes the set of all fuzzy sets of U. Let EA . A pair ),( EFA  

is called a Fuzzy Soft Set ( FSS ) over U, where AF  is a mapping given by, )(: UPEFA  such 

that 
~

=)(eFA
 if Ae  where 

~
 is a null fuzzy set. 

  Example 2.2  

Let U be the set of four cities, given by, U = }.,,,{ 4321 CCCC  Let E be the set of parameters 

(each parameter is a fuzzy word), given by, E = },,,,{ lessaveragemoderatelyimmenselyhighly  

},,,,{= 54321 eeeee , where  

1e  stands for the parameter  highly, 

2e  stands for the parameter  immensely, 

3e  stands for the parameter  moderately, 

4e  stands for the parameter  average. 

5e  stands for the parameter  less. 

Let EA , given by, },,,,{= 5321 eeeeA  Now suppose that, 

/.6},/.4,/.9,/.2,{=)( 43211 CCCCeFA  

/.4},/.3,/1,{=)( 4322 CCCeFA  

/.8},/.4,/.3,{=)( 3213 CCCeFA  

/.3}./.5,/.1,/.9,{=)( 43215 CCCCeFA  

Then the fuzzy soft set is given by,  

 /.6},/.4,/.9,/.2,{={=),( 4321 CCCCcitypollutedhighlyEFA  

 /.4},/.3,/1,{= 432 CCCcitypollutedimmensely  
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 /.8},/.4,/.3,{= 321 CCCcitypollutedmoderately  

 ,
~

=citypollutedaverage  

 /.3}}/.5,/.1,/.9,{= 4321 CCCCcitypollutedless  

 

 

2.3   Definition: [7]  

Let U be an initial universe set and E be a set of parameters. Let P(U) denotes the set of all 

intuitionistic fuzzy sets of U. Let EA . A pair ),ˆ( EFA
 is called an Intuitionistic Fuzzy Soft 

Set( IFSS ) over U, where 
AF̂  is a mapping given by, )(:ˆ UPEFA

 s.t, ˆ=)(ˆ eFA
 if Ae  

where ˆ  is null intuitionistic fuzzy set( ie. the membership value of x, 0=)(x ; the 

non-membership value of x, 1=)(x  and the indeterministic part of x, ˆ0=)( xx  ). 

  Example 2.3   

Let U be the set of four cities, given by, U = }.,,,{ 4321 CCCC  

Let E be the set of parameters ( each parameter is a intuitionistic fuzzy word ), given by, 

E = },,,,{=},,,,{ 54321 eeeeelessaveragemoderatelyimmenselyhighly  where  

1e  stands for the parameter  highly, 

2e  stands for the parameter  immensely, 

3e  stands for the parameter  moderately, 

4e  stands for the parameter  average, 

5e  stands for the parameter  less. 

Let EA , given by,  

A = },,,{ 5321 eeee  

Now suppose that, AF  is a mapping, defined as  polluted cities(.) and given by, 

/(.6,.3)},/(.4,.2),/(.8,.1),/(.2,.7),{=)(ˆ
43211 CCCCeFA  

/(.4,.6)},/(.3,.6),/(.9,.1),{=)(ˆ
4322 CCCeFA  

/(.8,.1)},/(.4,.6),/(.3,.5),{=)(ˆ
3213 CCCeFA  
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/(.3,.5)}/(.5,.4),/(.1,.8),/(.9,.1),{=)(ˆ
43215 CCCCeFA  

Then the Intuitionistic Fuzzy Soft Set  

 /(.6,.3)},/(.4,.2),/(.8,.1),/(.2,.7),{={=),ˆ( 4321 CCCCcitypollutedhighlyEFA  

 /(.4,.6)},/(.3,.6),/(.9,.1),{= 432 CCCcitypollutedimmensely  

 /(.8,.1)},/(.4,.6),/(.3,.5),{= 321 CCCcitypollutedmoderately  

 ,ˆ=citypollutedaverage  

 /(.3,.5)}}/(.5,.4),/(.1,.8),/(.9,.1),{= 4321 CCCCcitypollutedless  

 

 

2.4   Definition: [9]  

 Let ),( EFA  be a soft set over U. Then a subset of EU  is uniquely defined by  

 )}(,:),{(= eFuAeeuR AA  

 which is called a relation form of ),( EFA . Now the characteristic function of AR  is written by,  

 
A

A

A
R

A
R

Reu

Reu
EU

),(0,

),(1,
={0,1},:  

 Let },........,,{= 21 muuuU , },........,,{= 21 neeeE , then AR  can be presented by a table as in the 

following form  

  

  
1e    2e    .........  

ne  

 1u   ),( 11 eu
A

R   ),( 21 eu
A

R   .........  ),( 1 n
A

R eu   

2u   ),( 12 eu
A

R  ),( 22 eu
A

R   ......... ),( 2 n
A

R eu   

........   .........  .........  .........  .........   

mu   ),( 1eum
A

R  ),( 2eum
A

R   ......... ),( nm
A

R eu   

  

  

 

If ),(= ji
A

Rij eua , we can define a matrix 
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mnmm

n

n

nmij

aaa

aaa

aaa

a

.......................

.............................................

.......................

.....................

=][

21

22221

11211

  

which is called a  soft matrix  of order nm  corresponding to the soft set ),( EFA  over 

U. A soft set ),( EFA  is uniquely characterized by the matrix 
nmija ][ . Therefore we shall identify 

any soft set with its soft matrix and use these two concepts as interchangeable. 

  Example 2.4  

Assume that },,,,{= 54321 uuuuuU  be a universal set and },,,,{= 54321 eeeeeE  be a set of 

all parameters. If },,{= 432 eeeA  and UeFeFuueF AAA =)(,=)(},,{=)( 43422 , then we write a 

soft set 

)},(}),,{,{(=),( 4422 UeuueEFA  

and then the relation form of ),( EFA  is written by, 

)},(),,(),,(),,(),,(),,(),,{(= 45444342412422 eueueueueueueuRA . 

Hence the soft matrix )( ija  is written by, 

1000

1010

1000

1010

1000

=)( ija  

 

3   Some New Concepts of Matrices in Intuitionistic Fuzzy Soft 

Set Theory:  

  

3.1   Intuitionistic Fuzzy Soft Matrix:  

 Let ),ˆ( EFA
 be an intuitionistic fuzzy soft set over U. Then a subset of EU  is uniquely 

defined by  
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 )}(ˆ,:),{(= eFuAeeuR AA
 

 which is called a relation form of ),ˆ( EFA
. Now the relation AR  is characterized by the 

membership function [0,1]: EUA  and the non-membership function [0,1]: EUA  

 

Now if the set of universe }...,,.........,{= 21 muuuU  and the set of parameters 

},........,,{= 21 neeeE , then AR  can be presented by a table as in the following form  

  

  
1e    2e    .........  

ne  

 1u   ),( 1111 AA   ),( 1212 AA   .........  ),( 11 nAnA   

2u   ),( 2121 AA  ),( 2222 AA   ......... ),( 22 nAnA   

........   .........  .........  .........  .........   

mu   ),( 11 AmAm  ),( 22 AmAm   ......... ),( AmnAmn   

  

  

 where )),(),,((=),( nmAnmAAmnAmn eueu  

If ),(= AijAijija , we can define a matrix 

mnmm

n

n

nmij

aaa

aaa

aaa

a

.......................

.............................................

.......................

.....................

=)ˆ(

21

22221

11211

  

which is called an  intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrix  of order nm  corresponding to the 

intuitionistic fuzzy soft set ),ˆ( EFA
 over U. An intuitionistic fuzzy soft set ),ˆ( EFA

 is uniquely 

characterized by the matrix nmija )ˆ( . Therefore we shall identify any intuitionistic fuzzy soft set 

with its intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrix and use these two concepts as interchangeable. 

  Example 3.1  

Let U be the set of four cities, given by, }.,,,,{= 54321 CCCCCU  

Let E be the set of parameters ( each parameter is a intuitionistic fuzzy word ), given by, 
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E = },,,,{=},,,,{ 54321 eeeeelessaveragemoderatelyimmenselyhighly (say) 

Let EA , given by,  

},,,{= 5321 eeeeA  (say) 

Now suppose that, 
AF̂  is a mapping, defined as  polluted cities(.) and given by, 

/(.7,.2)},/(.6,.3),/(.4,.2),/(.8,.1),/(.2,.7),{=)(ˆ
543211 CCCCCeFA  

/(.6,.3)},/(.4,.6),/(.3,.6),/(.9,.1),/(0,1),{=)(ˆ
543212 CCCCCeFA  

/(.3,.7)},/(.1,.8),/(.8,.1),/(.4,.6),/(.3,.5),{=)(ˆ
543213 CCCCCeFA  

/(.1,.8)}/(.3,.5),/(.5,.4),/(.1,.8),/(.9,.1),{=)(ˆ
543215 CCCCCeFA  

Then the Intuitionistic Fuzzy Soft Set  

 

/(.7,.2)},/(.6,.3),/(.4,.2),/(.8,.1),/(.2,.7),{={=),ˆ( 54321 CCCCCcitypollutedhighlyEFA  

 /(.6,.3)},/(.4,.6),/(.3,.6),/(.9,.1),/(0,.9),{= 54321 CCCCCcitypollutedimmensely  

 /(.3,.7)},/(.1,.8),/(.8,.1),/(.4,.6),/(.3,.5),{= 54321 CCCCCcitypollutedmoderately  

 /(.1,.8)}}/(.3,.5),/(.5,.4),/(.1,.8),/(.9,.1),{= 54321 CCCCCcitypollutedless  

 Therefore the relation form of ),ˆ( EFA
 is written by, 

/(.3,.6),/(.9,.1),/(0,.9),({{),/(.7,.2)},/(.6,.3),/(.4,.2),/(.8,.1),/(.2,.7),{({= 321154321 CCCeCCCCCRA

 

),/(.3,.7)},/(.1,.8),/(.8,.1),/(.4,.6),/(.3,.5),({),/(.6,.3)},/(.4,.6), 354321254 eCCCCCeCC  

)}/(.1,.8)},/(.3,.5),/(.5,.4),/(.1,.8),/(.9,.1),({ 554321 eCCCCC  

Hence the intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrix )ˆ( ija  is written by,  

(.1,.8)(0,1)(.3,.7)(.6,.3)(.7,.2)

(.3,.5)(0,1)(.1,.8)(.4,.6)(.6,.3)

(.5,.4)(0,1)(.8,.1)(.3,.6)(.4,.2)

(.1,.8)(0,1)(.4,.6)(.9,.1)(.8,.1)

(.9,.1)(0,1)(.3,.5)(0,.9)(.2,.7)

=)ˆ( ija  

 

3.2   Row-Intuitionistic Fuzzy Soft Matrix:  
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An intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrix of order n1  i.e., with a single row is called a 

row-intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrix. Physically, a row-intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrix formally 

corresponds to an intuitionistic fuzzy soft set whose universal set contains only one object. 

  Example 3.2  

Suppose the universe set U contains only one dress 1d  and parameter set  

E = { costly, beautiful, cheap, comfortable }= },,,{ 4321 eeee . Let EeeeA },,{= 432  and 

/(.6,.3)}{=)(ˆ/(.3,.7)},{=)(ˆ/(.8,.1)},{=)(ˆ
141312 deFdeFdeF AAA . Then we write an intuitionistic 

fuzzy soft set as 

}/(.6,.3)}){,(,/(.3,.7)}){,(,/(.8,.1)}){,{(=),ˆ( 141312 dededeEFA  

and then the relation form of ),ˆ( EFA
 is written by, 

)}/(.6,.3)},({),/(.3,.7)},({),/(.8,.1)},{({= 413121 edededRA  

Hence the intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrix )ˆ( ija  is written by, 

(.6,.3)(.3,.7)(.8,.1)(0,1)
=)ˆ( ija  which contains a single row and so it is a row-intuitionistic 

fuzzy soft matrix. 

 

3.3   Column-Intuitionistic Fuzzy Soft Matrix:  

An intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrix of order 1m  i.e., with a single column is called a 

column-intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrix. Physically, a column-intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrix 

formally corresponds to an intuitionistic fuzzy soft set whose parameter set contains only one 

parameter. 

  Example 3.3  

Suppose the initial universe set U contains four dresses 4321 ,,, dddd  and the parameter set 

E contains only one parameter given by, }{=}{= 1ebeautifulE . )(:ˆ UPEF  s.t, 

}/(0.4,0.6),/(0.8,0.1),/(0.2,0.6),/(0.7,0.2){=)(ˆ
43211 ddddeF . Then we write an intuitionistic fuzzy 

soft set  

})}/(0.4,0.6),/(0.8,0.1),/(0.2,0.6),/(0.7,0.2){,{(=),ˆ( 43211 ddddeEF  

and then the relation form of ),ˆ( EF  is written by, 
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)}},/(0.4,0.6),/(0.8,0.1),/(0.2,0.6),/(0.7,0.2){({= 14321 eddddRE  

Hence the intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrix )ˆ( ija  is written by, 

(0.4,0.6)

(0.8,0.1)

(0.2,0.6)

(0.7,0.2)

=)ˆ( ija  which 

contains a single column and so it is an example of column-intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrix.  

3.4   Square Intuitionistic Fuzzy Soft Matrix:  

An intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrix of order nm  is said to be a square intuitionistic fuzzy 

soft matrix if nm =  ie., the number of rows and the number of columns are equal. That means a 

square-intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrix is formally equal to an intuitionistic fuzzy soft set having the 

same number of objects and parameters. 

  Example 3.4  

Consider the example 3.1 

Here since the intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrix )ˆ( ija  contains five rows and five columns, so 

it is a square-intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrix.  

3.5  Complement of an intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrix:  

 Let )ˆ( ija  be an nm  intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrix, where jia ijijij ,),(=ˆ . Then the 

complement of )ˆ( ija  is denoted by 
o

ija )ˆ(  and is defined by, 

)ˆ(=)ˆ( ij

o

ij ca , where )ˆ( ijc  is also an intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrix of order nm  and 

jic ijijij ,),(=ˆ . 

  Example 3.5 

Consider the example 3.1 

Then the complement of )ˆ( ija  is, 

(.8,.1)(1,0)(.7,.3)(.3,.6)(.2,.7)

(.5,.3)(1,0)(.9,.1)(.6,.4)(.3,.6)

(.4,.5)(1,0)(.1,.8)(.6,.3)(.2,.4)

(.8,.1)(1,0)(.6,.4)(.1,.9)(.1,.8)

(.1,.9)(1,0)(.5,.3)(.9,0)(.7,.2)

=)ˆ( o

ija  
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3.6   Null Intuitionistic Fuzzy Soft Matrix: 

 An intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrix of order nm  is said to be a null intuitionistic fuzzy 

soft matrix or zero intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrix  if all of its elements are (0,1) . A null 

intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrix is denoted by, ˆ . Now the intuitionistic fuzzy soft set associated 

with a null intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrix must be a null intuitionistic fuzzy soft set. 

  Example 3.6 

Let there are four dresses in the universe set U given by, },,,{= 4321 ddddU  and the 

parameter set E = { beautiful, cheap, comfortable, gorgeous }= },,,{ 4321 eeee .  

Let .},,{= 321 EeeeA  Now let )(:ˆ UPEFA
 s.t,  

ˆ=)(ˆ,ˆ=)(ˆ,ˆ=/(0,1)}/(0,1),/(0,1),/(0,1),{=)(ˆ
3243211 eFeFddddeF AAA . 

Then the intuitionistic fuzzy soft set  

)}ˆ,(),ˆ,(),ˆ,{(=),ˆ( 321 eeeEFA  

and then the relation form of ),ˆ( EFA
 is written by, 

)},ˆ(),,ˆ(),,ˆ{(= 321 eeeRA  

Hence the intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrix )ˆ( ija  is written by,  

ˆ=

(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)

(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)

(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)

(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)

=)ˆ( ija   

 

3.7   Complete or Absolute Intuitionistic Fuzzy Soft Matrix:  

 An intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrix of order nm  is said to be a complete or absolute 

intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrix if all of its elements are (1,0) . A complete or absolute 

intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrix is denoted by, AC . Now the intuitionistic fuzzy soft set associated 

with an absolute intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrix must be an absolute intuitionistic fuzzy soft set. 

  Example 3.7 Let there are four dresses in the universe set U given by, },,,{= 4321 ddddU   

and the parameter set E = { beautiful, cheap, comfortable, gorgeous }= },,,{ 4321 eeee . Let 
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EeeeeA },,,{= 4321  and )(:ˆ UPEFA
 s.t,  

/(1,0)},/(1,0),/(1,0),/(1,0),{=)(ˆ/(1,0)},/(1,0),/(1,0),/(1,0),{=)(ˆ
4321243211 ddddeFddddeF AA

 

/(1,0)}/(1,0),/(1,0),/(1,0),{=)(ˆ/(1,0)},/(1,0),/(1,0),/(1,0),{=)(ˆ
4321443213 ddddeFddddeF AA

. 

Then the intuitionistic fuzzy soft set  

/(1,0)}),/(1,0),/(1,0),/(1,0),{,(/(1,0)}),/(1,0),/(1,0),/(1,0),{,{(=),ˆ( 4321243211 ddddeddddeEFA

 

/(1,0)})}/(1,0),/(1,0),/(1,0),{,(/(1,0)}),/(1,0),/(1,0),/(1,0),{,( 4321443213 ddddedddde  

and then the relation form of ),ˆ( EFA
 is written by, 

),/(1,0)},/(1,0),/(1,0),/(1,0),({),/(1,0)},/(1,0),/(1,0),/(1,0),{({= 2432114321 eddddeddddRA  

)}/(1,0)},/(1,0),/(1,0),/(1,0),({),/(1,0)},/(1,0),/(1,0),/(1,0),({ 4432134321 eddddedddd  

Hence the intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrix )ˆ( ija  is written by, 

Aij Ca =

(1,0)(1,0)(1,0)(1,0)

(1,0)(1,0)(1,0)(1,0)

(1,0)(1,0)(1,0)(1,0)

(1,0)(1,0)(1,0)(1,0)

=)ˆ(   

3.8   Diagonal Intuitionistic Fuzzy Soft Matrix:  

A square intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrix of order nm  is said to be a 

diagonal-intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrix if all of its non-diagonal elements are (0,1) . 

  Example 3.8  

Suppose the initial universe set },,,,{= 54321 dddddU  and the parameter set 

},,,,{= 54321 eeeeeE . Let )(:ˆ UPEF  s.t, 

/(0,1)},/(0,1),/(0,1),/(0,1),,/(0.8,0.1){=)(ˆ
543211 dddddeF  

/(0,1)},/(0,1),/(0,1),,/(0.3,0.7)/(0,1),{=)(ˆ
543212 dddddeF  

/(0,1)},/(0,1),/(1,0),/(0,1),/(0,1),{=)(ˆ
543213 dddddeF  

/(0,1)},,/(0.7,0.2)/(0,1),/(0,1),/(0,1),{=)(ˆ
543214 dddddeF  
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}/(0.6,0.3)/(0,1),/(0,1),/(0,1),/(0,1),{=)(ˆ
543215 dddddeF . 

Then the intuitionistic fuzzy soft set  

,/(0.3,0.7)/(0,1),{,(/(0,1)}),/(0,1),/(0,1),/(0,1),,/(0.8,0.1){,{(=),ˆ( 212543211 ddedddddeEF  

/(0,1),{,(/(0,1)}),/(0,1),/(1,0),/(0,1),/(0,1),{,(/(0,1)}),/(0,1),/(0,1), 14543213543 dedddddeddd

 

})}/(0.6,0.3)/(0,1),/(0,1),/(0,1),/(0,1),{,(/(0,1)}),,/(0.7,0.2)/(0,1),/(0,1), 5432155432 dddddedddd

 

and then the relation form of ),ˆ( EF  is written by, 

,/(0.3,0.7)/(0,1),({),/(0,1)},/(0,1),/(0,1),/(0,1),,/(0.8,0.1){,{({(= 211543211 ddedddddeRA  

/(0,1),({),/(0,1)},/(0,1),/(1,0),/(0,1),/(0,1),({),/(0,1)},/(0,1),/(0,1), 13543212543 dedddddeddd

 

)}},/(0.6,0.3)/(0,1),/(0,1),/(0,1),/(0,1),({),/(0,1)},,/(0.7,0.2)/(0,1),/(0,1), 55432145432 edddddedddd

 

Hence the intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrix )ˆ( ija  is written by, 

(0.6,0.3)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)

(0,1)(0.7,0.2)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)

(0,1)(0,1)(1,0)(0,1)(0,1)

(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0.3,0.7)(0,1)

(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0.8,0.1)

=)ˆ( ija  whose all non-diagonal 

elements are (0,1)  and so it is a diagonal-intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrix.  

3.9   Transpose of an Intuitionistic Fuzzy Soft Matrix:  

The transpose of a square intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrix )ˆ( ija  of order nm  is another 

square intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrix of order mn  obtained from )ˆ( ija  by interchanging its 

rows and columns. It is denoted by 
T

ija )ˆ( . Therefore the intuitionistic fuzzy soft set associated with 

T

ija )ˆ(  becomes a new intuitionistic fuzzy soft set over the same universe and over the same set of 

parameters. 

  Example 3.9   

Consider the example 3.1. 
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Here ),ˆ( EFA
 be an intuitionistic fuzzy soft set over the universe U and over the set of 

parameters E, given by,  

 

/(.7,.2)},/(.6,.3),/(.4,.2),/(.8,.1),/(.2,.7),{={=),ˆ( 54321 CCCCCcitypollutedhighlyEFA  

 /(.6,.3)},/(.4,.6),/(.3,.6),/(.9,.1),/(0,.9),{= 54321 CCCCCcitypollutedimmensely  

 /(.3,.7)},/(.1,.8),/(.8,.1),/(.4,.6),/(.3,.5),{= 54321 CCCCCcitypollutedmoderately  

 /(.1,.8)}}/(.3,.5),/(.5,.4),/(.1,.8),/(.9,.1),{= 54321 CCCCCcitypollutedless  

 whose associated intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrix is, 

(.1,.8)(0,1)(.3,.7)(.6,.3)(.7,.2)

(.3,.5)(0,1)(.1,.8)(.4,.6)(.6,.3)

(.5,.4)(0,1)(.8,.1)(.3,.6)(.4,.2)

(.1,.8)(0,1)(.4,.6)(.9,.1)(.8,.1)

(.9,.1)(0,1)(.3,.5)(0,.9)(.2,.7)

=)ˆ( ija  

Now its transpose intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrix is, 

(.1,.8)(.3,.5)(.5,.4)(.1,.8)(.9,.1)

(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)

(.3,.7)(.1,.8)(.8,.1)(.4,.6)(.3,.5)

(.6,.3)(.4,.6)(.3,.6)(.9,.1)(0,.9)

(.7,.2)(.6,.3)(.4,.2)(.8,.1)(.2,.7)

=)ˆ( T

ija  

Therefore the intuitionistic fuzzy soft set associated with 
T

ija )ˆ(  is,  

 

/(.9,.1)},/(0,1),/(.3,.5),/(0,.9),/(.2,.7),{={=),ˆ( 54321 CCCCCcitypollutedhighlyEGA  

 /(.1,.8)},/(0,1),/(.4,.6),/(.9,.1),/(.8,.1),{= 54321 CCCCCcitypollutedimmensely  

 /(.3,.7)},/(0,1),/(.8,.1),/(.3,.6),/(.4,.2),{= 54321 CCCCCcitypollutedmoderately  

 /(.3,.5)},/(0,1),/(.1,.8),/(.4,.6),/(.6,.3),{= 54321 CCCCCcitypollutedaverage  

 /(.1,.8)}}/(0,1),/(.3,.7),/(.6,.3),/(.7,.2),{= 54321 CCCCCcitypollutedless  
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3.10   Choice Matrix:  

It is a square matrix whose rows and columns both indicate parameters. If  is a choice 

matrix, then its element ),( ji  is defined as follows:  

 

makersdecisiontheofparameterschoicebothareparametersthjandthiwhenji (1,0)=),(

 

 

choiceundernotbeparametersthjorthitheofoneatleastwheneiotherwise ..,(0,1)=  

 There are different types of choice matrices according to the number of decision makers. We may 

realize this by the following example. 

  Example 3.10  

Suppose that U be a set of four factories, say, 

U = },,,{ 4321 ffff  

Let E be a set of parameters, given by, 

},,,,{= cheaplocationgoodproductionassuredcultureworkexcellentcostlyE  = 

},,,,{ 54321 eeeee (say) 

Now let the intuitionistic fuzzy soft set ),ˆ( AF  describing  the quality of the factories, is 

given by,  

 },/(0.8,0.1),/(0.4,0.5),/(0.2,0.7),/(0.9,0.1){={=),ˆ( 4321 fffffactoriescostlyEF  

 

},/(0.4,0.5),/(0.5,0.4),/(0.3,0.5),/(0.8,0.1){= 4321 ffffcultureworkexcellentwithfactories  

 

},/(0.8,0.1),/(0.4,0.5),/(0.2,0.7),/(0.9,0.1){= 4321 ffffproductionassuredwithfactories  

 

},/(0.8,0.2),/(0.4,0.5),/(0.9,0.1),/(0.7,0.3){= 4321 fffflocationgoodwithfactories  

 }}/(0.2,0.7),/(0.5,0.3),/(0.7,0.1),/(0.1,0.8){= 4321 fffffactoriescheap  

 

Suppose Mr.X wants to buy a factory on the basis of his choice parameters excellent work 

culture, assured production and cheap which form a subset P of the parameter set E. 
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Therefore },,{= 532 eeeP  

Now the choice matrix of Mr.X is, 

(1,0)(0,1)(1,0)(1,0)(0,1)

(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)

(1,0)(0,1)(1,0)(1,0)(0,1)

(1,0)(0,1)(1,0)(1,0)(0,1)

(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)

=)(

P

PPij

e

e  

Now suppose Mr.X and Mr.Y together wants to buy a factory according to their choice 

parameters. Let the choice parameter set of Mr.Y be, 

},,,{= 4321 eeeeQ  

Then the combined choice matrix of Mr.X and Mr.Y is 

(0,1)(1,0)(1,0)(1,0)(1,0)

(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)

(0,1)(1,0)(1,0)(1,0)(1,0)

(0,1)(1,0)(1,0)(1,0)(1,0)

(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)

=)( ),(

Q

PQPij

e

e  [Here the entries (1,0)=ije  indicates 

that ie  is a choice parameter of Mr.X and je  is a choice parameter of Mr.Y. Now (0,1)=ije  

indicates either ie  fails to be a choice parameter of Mr.X or je  fails to be a choice parameter of 

Mr.Y.] 

Again the above combined choice matrix of Mr.X and Mr.Y may be also presented in its 

transpose form as, 

(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)

(1,0)(0,1)(1,0)(1,0)(0,1)

(1,0)(0,1)(1,0)(1,0)(0,1)

(1,0)(0,1)(1,0)(1,0)(0,1)

(1,0)(0,1)(1,0)(1,0)(0,1)

=)( ),(

P

QPQij

e

e  
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Now let us see the form of the combined choice matrix associated with three decision 

makers. Suppose that Mr.Z is willing to buy a factory together with Mr.X and Mr.Y on the basis of 

his choice parameters excellent work culture, assured production and good location which form a 

subset R of the parameter set E. 

Therefore },,{= 432 eeeR  

Then the combined choice matrix of Mr.X, Mr.Y and Mr.Z will be of three different 

types which are as follows, 

i) 

(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)

(0,1)(0,1)(1,0)(1,0)(0,1)

(0,1)(0,1)(1,0)(1,0)(0,1)

(0,1)(0,1)(1,0)(1,0)(0,1)

(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)

=)(

)(

),(

QP

RQPRij

e

e  

[ Since the set of common choice parameters of Mr.X and Mr.Y is, },{= 32 eeQP . Here 

the entries (1,0)=ije  indicates that ie  is a choice parameter of Mr.Z and 
je  is a common choice 

parameter of Mr.X and Mr.Y. Now (0,1)=ije  indicates either ie  fails to be a choice parameter of 

Mr.Z or je  fails to be a common choice parameter of Mr.X and Mr.Y.]  

ii) }],,{=[

(0,1)(1,0)(1,0)(1,0)(0,1)

(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)

(0,1)(1,0)(1,0)(1,0)(0,1)

(0,1)(1,0)(1,0)(1,0)(0,1)

(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)

=)( 432

)(

),( eeeRQSince

e

e

RQ

PRQPij  

iii) }],{=[

(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)

(0,1)(0,1)(1,0)(1,0)(0,1)

(0,1)(0,1)(1,0)(1,0)(0,1)

(0,1)(0,1)(1,0)(1,0)(0,1)

(0,1)(0,1)(1,0)(1,0)(0,1)

=)( 32

)(

),( eePRSince

e

e

PR

QPRQij  
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  3.11 Symmetric Intuitionistic Fuzzy Soft Matrix:  

A square intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrix A  of order nn  is said to be a symmetric 

Intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrix, if its transpose be equal to it, i.e., if AAT = . Hence the 

Intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrix )ˆ( ija  is symmetric, if .,,ˆ=ˆ jiaa jiij
  

Therefore if )ˆ( ija  be a symmetric Intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrix then the Intuitionistic 

fuzzy soft sets associated with )ˆ( ija  and 
T

ija )ˆ(  both be the same. 

  Example 3.11  

Let the set of universe },,,{= 4321 uuuuU  and the set of parameters },,,{= 4321 eeeeE . 

Now suppose that, EA  and )(:ˆ UPEFA
 s.t, ),ˆ( EFA

 forms an intuitionistic fuzzy soft set 

given by, 

,/(0.6,0.2),/(0.3,0.7){,(}),/(0.5,0.4)/(0.8,0.1),/(0.3,0.7),/(0.2,0.8){,{(=),ˆ( 21243211 uueuuuueEFA

 

}),/(0.2,0.7),/(0.7,0.2),/(0.1,0.7),/(0.8,0.1){,(}),/(0.7,0.2),/(0.1,0.7) 4321343 uuuueuu  

})}/(0.4,0.6),/(0.2,0.7),/(0.7,0.2),/(0.5,0.4){,( 43214 uuuue  

The intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrix associated with this intuitionistic fuzzy soft set ),ˆ( EFA
 

is, 

(0.4,0.6)(0.2,0.7)(0.7,0.2)(0.5,0.4)

(0.2,0.7)(0.7,0.2)(0.1,0.7)(0.8,0.1)

(0.7,0.2)(0.1,0.7)(0.6,0.2)(0.3,0.7)

(0.5,0.4)(0.8,0.1)(0.3,0.7)(0.2,0.8)

=)ˆ( ija  

Since here jiaa jiij ,,ˆ=ˆ ; )ˆ( ija  is a symmetric intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrix. 

  3.12 Addition of Intuitionistic Fuzzy Soft Matrices: Two intuitionistic fuzzy soft 

matrices A and B are said to be conformable for addition, if they be of the same order. The addition 

of two intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrices )ˆ( ija  and )ˆ( ijb  of order nm  is defined by, 

)ˆ(=)ˆ()ˆ( ijijij cba , where )ˆ( ijc  is also an nm  intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrix and 

jiminmaxc
ij

bij
a

ij
bij

aij ,}),{},,{(=ˆ ˆˆˆˆ . 

  Example 3.12  
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Consider the intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrix of example 3.1,  

(.1,.8)(0,1)(.3,.7)(.6,.3)(.7,.2)

(.3,.5)(0,1)(.1,.8)(.4,.6)(.6,.3)

(.5,.4)(0,1)(.8,.1)(.3,.6)(.4,.2)

(.1,.8)(0,1)(.4,.6)(.9,.1)(.8,.1)

(.9,.1)(0,1)(.3,.5)(0,.9)(.2,.7)

=)ˆ( ija  

Now consider another intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrix )ˆ( ijb  associated with the 

intuitionistic fuzzy soft set ),ˆ( EGB
 ( also describing  the pollution of the cities ) over the same 

universe U. 

Let EeeeB },,{= 541  and  

 

/(.6,.2)},/(.7,.2),/(.4,.5),/(.9,.1),/(.3,.7),{={=),ˆ( 54321 CCCCCcitypollutedhighlyBG  

 /(.3,.6)},/(.2,.8),/(.7,.1),/(.3,.7),/(.2,.7),{= 54321 CCCCCcitypollutedaverage  

 /(.2,.6)}}/(.3,.5),/(.6,.4),/(.2,.7),/(.8,.1),{= 54321 CCCCCcitypollutedless  

 and then the relation form of ),ˆ( EGB
 is written by, 

/(.3,.7),/(.2,.7),({),/(.6,.2)},/(.7,.2),/(.4,.5),/(.9,.1),/(.3,.7),{({= 21154321 CCeCCCCCRB  

),/0.2},/0.6,/0.7,/0.3,({),/(.3,.6)},/(.2,.8),/(.7,.1), 443212543 eddddeCCC  

)}/(.2,.6)},/(.3,.5),/(.6,.4),/(.2,.7),/(.8,.1),({ 554321 eCCCCC  

Hence the intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrix )ˆ( ijb  is written by, 

(.2,.6)(.3,.6)(0,1)(0,1)(.6,.2)

(.3,.5)(.2,.8)(0,1)(0,1)(.7,.2)

(.6,.4)(.7,.1)(0,1)(0,1)(.4,.5)

(.2,.7)(.3,.7)(0,1)(0,1)(.9,.1)

(.8,.1)(.2,.7)(0,1)(0,1)(.3,.7)

=)ˆ( ijb  

Therefore the sum of the intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrices )ˆ( ija  and )ˆ( ijb  is, 
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(.2,.6)(0.3,.6)(.3,0.7)(.6,0.3)(.7,.2)

(.3,.5)(0.2,.8)(.1,0.8)(.4,0.6)(.7,.2)

(.6,.4)(0.7,.1)(.8,0.1)(.3,0.6)(.4,.2)

(.2,.7)(0.3,.7)(.4,0.6)(.9,0.1)(.9,.1)

(.9,.1)(0.2,0.7)(.3,.5)(0,0.9)(.3,.7)

=)ˆ()ˆ( ijij ba  

  3.13 Subtraction of Intuitionistic Fuzzy Soft Matrices: Two intuitionistic fuzzy soft 

matrices A and B are said to be conformable for subtraction, if they be of the same order. For any 

two intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrices )ˆ( ija  and )ˆ( ijb  of order nm , the subtraction of )ˆ( ijb  from 

)ˆ( ija  is defined as, 

)ˆ(=)ˆ()ˆ( ijijij cba ! , where )ˆ( ijc  is also an nm  intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrix and 

jimaxminc o
ij

bij
ao

ij
bij

aij ,}),{},,{(=
ˆˆˆˆ  where )ˆ( o

ijb  is the complement of )ˆ( ijb   

  Example 3.13  

Consider the intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrices )ˆ( ija  and )ˆ( ijb  of example 3.12 

 

Now 

(.1,.8)(0,1)(.3,.7)(.6,.3)(.7,.2)

(.3,.5)(0,1)(.1,.8)(.4,.6)(.6,.3)

(.5,.4)(0,1)(.8,.1)(.3,.6)(.4,.2)

(.1,.8)(0,1)(.4,.6)(.9,.1)(.8,.1)

(.9,.1)(0,1)(.3,.5)(0,.9)(.2,.7)

=)ˆ( ija  

and 

(.6,.2)(.6,.3)(1,0)(1,0)(.2,.6)

(.5,.3)(.8,.2)(1,0)(1,0)(.2,.7)

(.4,.6)(.1,.7)(1,0)(1,0)(.5,.4)

(.7,.2)(.7,.3)(1,0)(1,0)(.1,.9)

(.1,.8)(.7,.2)(1,0)(1,0)(.7,.3)

=)ˆ( o

ijb  

Therefore the subtraction of the intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrix )ˆ( ijb  from the intuitionistic 

fuzzy soft matrix )ˆ( ija  is, 
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(.1,.8)(0,0.3)(0.3,.7)(0.6,.3)(.2,.6)

(.3,.5)(0,0.2)(0.1,.8)(0.4,.6)(.2,.7)

(.4,.6)(0,0.7)(0.8,.1)(0.3,.6)(.2,.7)

(.1,.8)(0,0.3)(0.4,.6)(0.9,.1)(.1,.9)

(.1,.8)(0,0.2)(0.3,.5)(0,.9)(.2,.7)

=)ˆ()ˆ( ijij ba !  

  3.14 Properties:  Let A and B be two intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrices of order nm . 

Then 

i) ABBA =  

ii) ABBA !!  

iii) A

o CAA  

iv) ˆAA!  

  3.15 Product of an intuitionistic Fuzzy Soft Matrix with a Choice Matrix:  Let U be 

the set of universe and E be the set of parameters. Suppose that A  be any intuitionistic fuzzy soft 

matrix and  be any choice matrix of a decision maker concerned with the same universe U and E. 

Now if the number of columns of the intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrix A be equal to the number of 

rows of the choice matrix , then A and  are said to be conformable for the product ( A ) 

and the product ( A ) becomes an intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrix. We may denote the product by 

A  or simply by A . 

If nmijaA )ˆ(=  and pnjk )ˆ(= , then 

)ˆ(= ikcA  

where }),{},,{(=ˆ ˆˆ1=ˆˆ1=
jkij

a

n

j
jkij

a

n

jik maxminminmaxc  

It is to be noted that, A  cannot be defined here. 

  Example 3.14  

Let U be the set of four dresses, given by, U = }.,,,{ 4321 dddd  Let E be the set of 

parameters, given by, E = },,,{=},,,{ 4321 eeeegorgeousecomfortablbeautifulcheap (say). 

Suppose that the set of choice parameters of Mr.X be, },{= 31 eeA . Now let according to the choice 

parameters of Mr.X, we have the intuitionistic fuzzy soft set ),ˆ( AF  which describes  the 
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attractiveness of the dresses and the intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrix of the intuitionistic fuzzy soft 

set ),ˆ( AF  be,  

(0.2,0.7)(0.9,0.1)(0.1,0.8)(0.5,0.4)

(0.6,0.2)(0.5,0.3)(0.4,0.5)(0.7,0.2)

(0.8,0.1)(0.4,0.6)(0.7,0.1)(0.3,0.6)

(0.3,0.5)(0.7,0.2)(0.2,0.7)(0.8,0.1)

=)ˆ( ija  

Again the choice matrix of Mr.X is, 

(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)

(0,1)(1,0)(0,1)(1,0)

(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)

(0,1)(1,0)(0,1)(1,0)

=)(

A

AAij

e

e  

Since the number of columns of the intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrix )ˆ( ija  is equal to the 

number of rows of the choice matrix Aij )( , they are conformable for the product. 

Therefore 

(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)

(0,1)(1,0)(0,1)(1,0)

(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)

(0,1)(1,0)(0,1)(1,0)

(0.2,0.7)(0.9,0.1)(0.1,0.8)(0.5,0.4)

(0.6,0.2)(0.5,0.3)(0.4,0.5)(0.7,0.2)

(0.8,0.1)(0.4,0.6)(0.7,0.1)(0.3,0.6)

(0.3,0.5)(0.7,0.2)(0.2,0.7)(0.8,0.1)

 

(0,1)(0.9,0.1)(0,1)(0.9,0.1)

(0,1)(0.7,0.2)(0,1)(0.7,0.2)

(0,1)(0.4,0.6)(0,1)(0.4,0.6)

(0,1)(0.8,0.1)(0,1)(0.8,0.1)

=  

 

4   A New Approach to Solve Intuitionistic Fuzzy Soft Set 

Based Decision Making Problems:  

 This new approach is specially based on choice matrices. These choice matrices represent 

the choice parameters of the decision makers and also help us to solve the intuitionistic fuzzy soft 
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matrix based decision making problems with least computational complexity. Now at first we 

consider a generalized intuitionistic fuzzy soft set based decision making problem. 

  4.1 A Generalized Intuitionistic Fuzzy Soft Set Based Decision Making Problem:  

Suppose that the initial universal set U be the set of m objects mOOO ,.....,, 21  and the set of 

parameters E be given by, },......,,{= 21 neeeE  [where each parameter is an intuitionistic fuzzy 

word or sentences involving intuitionistic fuzzy words]. Now let N number of decision makers 

NDDD ,....,, 21  want to select an object from U according to their set of choice parameters 

N
DDD PPP ,....,,

21
 [ where EPPP

N
DDD ,....,,

21
 ] respectively. Now the problem is to find out the 

optimal object from U which satisfies all of these choice parameters of the decision makers as much 

as possible. 

  4.2 The Stepwise Solving Procedure:  To solve such type of intuitionistic fuzzy soft set 

based decision making problems, we are presenting the following stepwise procedure which 

comprises of the newly proposed choice matrices and the operations on them. 

  Algorithm:  

Step-I: First construct the combined choice matrix with respect to the choice parameters of 

the decision makers. 

Step-II: Compute the product intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrices by multiplying each given 

intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrix with the combined choice matrix as per the rule of multiplication of 

intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrices. 

Step-III: Compute the sum of these product intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrices to have the 

resultant intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrix( fR ). 

Step-IV: Then compute the weight of each object( iO ) by adding the membership values of 

the entries of its concerned row(i-th row) of fR  and denote it as )( iOW . 

Step-V: The object having the highest weight becomes the optimal choice object. If more 

than one object have the highest weight then go to the next step. 

Step-VI: Now we have to consider the  sum of the non-membership values ( ) of the 

entries of the rows associated with those equal weighted objects. The object with the minimum 

-value will be the optimal choice object. Now if the -values of those objects also be the same, 

any one of them may be chosen as the optimal choice object. 
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 To illustrate the basic idea of the algorithm, now we apply it to the following intuitionistic 

fuzzy soft matrix based decision making problems. 

  Example 4.1  

Let U be the set of four dresses, given by, U = }.,,,{ 4321 dddd  Let E be the set of 

parameters, given by, E = },,,{=},,,{ 4321 eeeegorgeousecomfortablbeautifulcheap (say). 

Suppose that, three friends Mr.X, Mr.Y and Mr.Z together want to buy a dress among these four 

dresses for their common friend Mr.D according to their choice parameters, 

},{=},,{=},,{= 413231 eeCeeBeeA  respectively. Now let according to the choice parameters of 

Mr.X, Mr.Y and Mr.Z, we have the intuitionistic fuzzy soft sets ),( EFA , ),( EGB , ),( EHC  

which describe  the attractiveness of the dresses  according to Mr.X, Mr.Y and Mr.Z respectively. 

Let the intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrices of the intuitionistic fuzzy soft sets ),(),,( EGEF BA  and 

),( EHC  are respectively,  

(0,1)(0.2,0.7)(0,1)(0.2,0.7)

(0,1)(0.3,0.5)(0,1)(0.7,0.1)

(0,1)(0.6,0.3)(0,1)(0.3,0.5)

(0,1)(1,0)(0,1)(0.9,0.1)

=)( ija , 

(0,1)(0.2,0.8)(0.3,0.5)(0,1)

(0,1)(0.4,0.5)(0.5,0.2)(0,1)

(0,1)(0.6,0.2)(0.8,0.1)(0,1)

(0,1)(0.8,0.1)(0.4,0.6)(0,1)

=)( ikb , 

(0.9,0)(0,1)(0,1)(0.3,0.5)

(0.6,0.2)(0,1)(0,1)(0.6,0.3)

(0.3,0.5)(0,1)(0,1)(0.4,0.5)

(0.2,0.7)(0,1)(0,1)(0.9,0.1)

=)( ilc  

Now the problem is to select the dress among the four dresses which satisfies the 

choice parameters of Mr.X, Mr.Y and Mr.Z as much as possible. 

1) The combined choice matrices of Mr.X, Mr.Y, Mr.Z in different forms are, 

Ae  

(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)

(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)

(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)

(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)

CBe

 [ Since }],{=,= 31 eeACB  
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Be  

(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)

(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(1,0)

(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(1,0)

(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)

ACe

 [ Since }],{=},{= 321 eeBeAC  

Ce  

(0,1)(1,0)(0,1)(0,1)

(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)

(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)

(0,1)(1,0)(0,1)(0,1)

BAe

 [ Since }],{=},{= 413 eeCeBA  

2) Corresponding product fuzzy soft matrices are, 

(0,1)(0.2,0.7)(0,1)(0.2,0.7)

(0,1)(0.3,0.5)(0,1)(0.7,0.1)

(0,1)(0.6,0.3)(0,1)(0.3,0.5)

(0,1)(1,0)(0,1)(0.9,0.1)

A

A

e

U     

(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)

(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)

(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)

(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)

CB

A

e

e  

(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)

(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)

(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)

(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)

=  

(0,1)(0.2,0.8)(0.3,0.5)(0,1)

(0,1)(0.4,0.5)(0.5,0.2)(0,1)

(0,1)(0.6,0.2)(0.8,0.1)(0,1)

(0,1)(0.8,0.1)(0.4,0.6)(0,1)

B

B

e

U     

(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)

(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(1,0)

(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(1,0)

(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)

AC

B

e

e  
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(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0.3,0.5)

(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0.5,0.2)

(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0.8,0.1)

(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0.8,0.1)

=  

(0.9,0)(0,1)(0,1)(0.3,0.5)

(0.6,0.2)(0,1)(0,1)(0.6,0.3)

(0.3,0.5)(0,1)(0,1)(0.4,0.5)

(0.2,0.7)(0,1)(0,1)(0.9,0.1)

C

C

e

U     

(0,1)(1,0)(0,1)(0,1)

(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)

(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)

(0,1)(1,0)(0,1)(0,1)

BA

C

e

e  

(0,1)(0.9,0)(0,1)(0,1)

(0,1)(0.6,0.2)(0,1)(0,1)

(0,1)(0.4,0.5)(0,1)(0,1)

(0,1)(0.9,0.1)(0,1)(0,1)

=  

[ As per the rule of multiplication of fuzzy soft matrices. ] 

3) The sum of these product fuzzy soft matrices is, 

(0,1)(0.9,0)(0,1)(0,1)

(0,1)(0.6,0.2)(0,1)(0,1)

(0,1)(0.4,0.5)(0,1)(0,1)

(0,1)(0.9,0.1)(0,1)(0,1)

(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0.3,0.5)

(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0.5,0.2)

(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0.8,0.1)

(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0.8,0.1)

(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)

(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)

(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)

(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)

 

fR=

(0,1)(0.9,0)(0,1)(0.3,0.5)

(0,1)(0.6,0.2)(0,1)(0.5,0.2)

(0,1)(0.4,0.5)(0,1)(0.8,0.1)

(0,1)(0.9,0.1)(0,1)(0.8,0.1)

=  

4) Now the weights of the dresses are,   

    • 1.7=00.900.8=)( 1dW   

    • 1.2=00.400.8=)( 2dW   
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    • 1.1=00.600.5=)( 3dW   

    • 1.2=00.900.3=)( 4dW   

 

5) The dress associated with the first row of the resultant fuzzy soft matrix(
fR ) has the 

highest weight 1.7)=)(( 1dW , therefore 1d  be the optimal choice dress. Hence Mr.X, Mr.Y and 

Mr.Z will buy the dress 1d  according to their choice parameters. 

 

5  Predicting Terrorist Attack 

One of the worst enemy of the modern day civilization is terrorism. It has scaled new heights with 

the help of ever evolving modern day technology and communication system rendering the 

common mass vulnerable to the ceaseless act of violence. Now terrorism has many faces both from 

the national and international arena with a common goal to disrupt the very sense of peace and 

security of our daily lives. Among those we are here considering the three organizations - X, Y and 

Z for our example. 

Example 5.1  

Let U be the set of four cities, given by, }.,,,{= 4321 CCCCU   

Let E be the set of parameters, given by,  

E = postandprepropertygovernmenttheofndestructiodensitypopulationhigh ,,{  

},,,{=}, 4321 eeeecoveragemediamaximumhidingattack (say). 

Now suppose that - X, Y and Z be planned to attack a city in between the above four. All the 

groups X, Y and Z want to destroy government properties and seek maximum media coverage for 

their publicity. Now Maoists are more comfortable and specializes in forest attacks and they give 

consideration of pre and post attack hiding. In contrast, Laskar-e-taiba and Alkaida always plan to 

attack a city with high density population to kill as much people as possible. So the choice 

parameters of the gangs X, Y and Z are respectively, 

},,{=},,,{= 421421 eeeBeeeA  and },,{= 432 eeeC . Now let the intuitionistic fuzzy soft 

matrices associated with the intuitionistic fuzzy soft sets ),ˆ(),,ˆ( EGEF BA  and ),ˆ( EHC  describing  

the importance of the cities to attack according to gang X, Y and Z be respectively, 
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(0.7,0.2)(0,1)(0.5,0.2)(0.7,0.1)

(0.6,0.2)(0,1)(0.4,0.3)(0.6,0.3)

(0.4,0.5)(0,1)(0.3,0.7)(0.4,0.5)

(0.9,0.1)(0,1)(0.7,0.1)(0.8,0.1)

=)ˆ( ija  

(0.6,0.2)(0,1)(0.4,0.2)(0.6,0.2)

(0.6,0.4)(0,1)(0.5,0.3)(0.5,0.3)

(0.4,0.5)(0,1)(0.3,0.7)(0.3,0.5)

(0.8,0.1)(0,1)(0.6,0.1)(0.7,0.2)

=)ˆ( ikb  

(0.6,0.2)(0.4,0.5)(0.6,0.2)(0,1)

(0.7,0.1)(0.6,0.3)(0.5,0.2)(0,1)

(0.4,0.5)(0.9,0.1)(0.3,0.7)(0,1)

(0.9,0.1)(0.2,0.7)(0.8,0.1)(0,1)

=)ˆ( ilc  

Now the problem is to find the city which is most dangerous among these four cities for 

having attack from all of the gangs X, Y and Z. 

1) The combined choice matrices of X,Y and Z in different forms are, 

(1,0)(0,1)(1,0)(0,1)

(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)

(1,0)(0,1)(1,0)(0,1)

(1,0)(0,1)(1,0)(0,1)

CB

A

e

e  [ Since }],,{=},,{= 42142 eeeAeeCB  

(1,0)(0,1)(1,0)(0,1)

(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)

(1,0)(0,1)(1,0)(0,1)

(1,0)(0,1)(1,0)(0,1)

AC

B

e

e  [ Since }],,{=},,{= 42142 eeeBeeAC  
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(1,0)(0,1)(1,0)(1,0)

(1,0)(0,1)(1,0)(1,0)

(1,0)(0,1)(1,0)(1,0)

(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)

BA

C

e

e  [ Since }],,{=},,,{= 432421 eeeCeeeBA  

2) Corresponding product intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrices are, 

(0.7,0.2)(0,1)(0.5,0.2)(0.7,0.1)

(0.6,0.2)(0,1)(0.4,0.3)(0.6,0.3)

(0.4,0.5)(0,1)(0.3,0.7)(0.4,0.5)

(0.9,0.1)(0,1)(0.7,0.1)(0.8,0.1)

A

A

e

U   

(1,0)(0,1)(1,0)(0,1)

(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)

(1,0)(0,1)(1,0)(0,1)

(1,0)(0,1)(1,0)(0,1)

CB

A

e

e   

= ,

(0.7,0.1)(0,1)(0.7,0.1)(0,1)

(0.6,0.2)(0,1)(0.6,0.2)(0,1)

(0.4,0.5)(0,1)(0.4,0.5)(0,1)

(0.9,0.1)(0,1)(0.9,0.1)(0,1)

 

(0.6,0.2)(0,1)(0.4,0.2)(0.6,0.2)

(0.6,0.4)(0,1)(0.5,0.3)(0.5,0.3)

(0.4,0.5)(0,1)(0.3,0.7)(0.3,0.5)

(0.8,0.1)(0,1)(0.6,0.1)(0.7,0.2)

B

B

e

U   

(1,0)(0,1)(1,0)(0,1)

(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)

(1,0)(0,1)(1,0)(0,1)

(1,0)(0,1)(1,0)(0,1)

AC

B

e

e  

= ,

(0.6,0.2)(0,1)(0.6,0.2)(0,1)

(0.6,0.3)(0,1)(0.6,0.3)(0,1)

(0.4,0.5)(0,1)(0.4,0.5)(0,1)

(0.8,0.1)(0,1)(0.8,0.1)(0,1)
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(0.6,0.2)(0.4,0.5)(0.6,0.2)(0,1)

(0.7,0.1)(0.6,0.3)(0.5,0.2)(0,1)

(0.4,0.5)(0.9,0.1)(0.3,0.7)(0,1)

(0.9,0.1)(0.2,0.7)(0.8,0.1)(0,1)

C

C

e

U   

(1,0)(0,1)(1,0)(1,0)

(1,0)(0,1)(1,0)(1,0)

(1,0)(0,1)(1,0)(1,0)

(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)(0,1)

BA

C

e

e   

= 

(0.6,0.2)(0,1)(0.6,0.2)(0.6,0.2)

(0.7,0.1)(0,1)(0.7,0.1)(0.7,0.1)

(0.9,0.1)(0,1)(0.9,0.1)(0.9,0.1)

(0.9,0.1)(0,1)(0.9,0.1)(0.9,0.1)

 

 

3) The sum of these product intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrices is, 

(0.6,0.2)(0,1)(0.6,0.2)(0,1)

(0.6,0.3)(0,1)(0.6,0.3)(0,1)

(0.4,0.5)(0,1)(0.4,0.5)(0,1)

(0.8,0.1)(0,1)(0.8,0.1)(0,1)

(0.7,0.1)(0,1)(0.7,0.1)(0,1)

(0.6,0.2)(0,1)(0.6,0.2)(0,1)

(0.4,0.5)(0,1)(0.4,0.5)(0,1)

(0.9,0.1)(0,1)(0.9,0.1)(0,1)

 

(0.7,0.1)(0,1)(0.7,0.1)(0.6,0.2)

(0.7,0.1)(0,1)(0.7,0.1)(0.7,0.1)

(0.9,0.1)(0,1)(0.9,0.1)(0.9,0.1)

(0.9,0.1)(0,1)(0.9,0.1)(0.9,0.1)

=

(0.6,0.2)(0,1)(0.6,0.2)(0.6,0.2)

(0.7,0.1)(0,1)(0.7,0.1)(0.7,0.1)

(0.9,0.1)(0,1)(0.9,0.1)(0.9,0.1)

(0.9,0.1)(0,1)(0.9,0.1)(0.9,0.1)

 

fR=  

4) Now the weights of the cities are respectively,   

    • 2.7=0.900.90.9=)( 1CW   

    • 2.7=0.900.90.9=)( 2CW   

    • 2.1=0.700.70.7=)( 3CW   

    • 2.0=0.700.70.6=)( 4CW   

 5) Now the cities 21,CC  associated with the first and second rows of the resultant 

intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrix( fR ) have the same highest weight 2.7)=)(=)(( 21 CWCW , therefore 
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we have to consider the -values of 1C  and 2C . 

6) The -values of 1C  and 2C  are respectively,   

    • 1.3=0.110.10.1=)( 1C   

    • 1.3=0.110.10.1=)( 2C   

 Since both the cities 1C  and 2C  have the same -value(1.3), both of them have the 

same danger of terrorist attack. Hence the cities 1C  and 2C  are most dangerous among the four 

cities for having attack from all of the gangs X, Y and Z. 

 

 

6   Conclusion:  

In this paper first we have proposed the concept of intuitionistic fuzzy soft matrix and defined 

different types of matrices in intuitionistic fuzzy soft set theory. Then we have introduced here 

some new operations on these matrices and discussed here all these definitions and operations by 

appropriate examples. At last a new efficient solution procedure has been developed to solve 

intuitionistic fuzzy soft set based real life decision making problems which may contain more than 

one decision maker and to realize this procedure we also apply it to a more relevant subject of 

todays world as in Predict Terrorist Attack. 
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